If You Can’t Get Your Hands On….

Try These Instead

If you can’t get your hands on Where the Crawdads Sing
Try these instead
  Marsh King’s Daughter by Karen Dionne
  Idaho by Emily Ruskovich
  Swamplandia by Karen Russell
  Where the Dead Sit Talking by Brandon Hobson

If you can’t get your hands on Little Fires Everywhere
Try these instead
  Defending Jacob by William Landay
  Letter for the King by Tonke Dragt
  All the Bright Places by Jennifer Niven
  Daisy Jones and the Six by Taylor Reid

If you can’t get your hands on The Splendid and the Nile
Try these instead
  Imperfect Union by Steve Inskeep
  D-Day Girls by Sarah Rose
  Franklin and Winston by Jon Meacham
  Churchill Walking in Destiny by Andrew Roberts

If you can’t get your hands on Untamed
Try these instead
  Rising Strong by Brene Brown
  Tell Me More by Kelly Corrigan
  Welcoming the Unwelcomed by Pena Chodron
  I Really Needed This Today by Hoda Kotb
  Metahuman by Deepak Chopra